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How do we create 
new rituals for 

changing times?
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A network is a group of people and/or organizations 
working on the same issue or vision, together with 
structures that have been created to mobilize the 
energy of those individuals or organizations. That 
said, the structure of intentional networks and what 
they do as a network can vary greatly. They are 
trying to accomplish something. Networks are 
focused on opportunities and leverage points that 
have the greatest chance of making a difference. 
(excerpted Network Weavers’Handbook, J. Holley)

What is a Network? 
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Name

Congregation/Community

New ritual need you have noticed and/or 
new ritual you have created

Connection Question



What Is Ritual?

Rituals are how civilizations preserve their memory, keeping 
faith with those who came before us and handing on their 
legacy to the future. The most important thing my parents 
gave me and the thing I most tried to give our children was 
ideals to live by. Everything else was just gift wrapping, 
briefly enjoyed then forgotten. Beliefs inspire our children 
and eventually change the world when they’re translated 
into the songs we sing, the stories we tell and the rituals we 
perform.

–Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks



Jewish Ritual Toolkit

Jewish Texts

Actions and Objects/Symbols

Core Jewish Understandings

(Adapted in part from Vanessa Ochs’ Inventing Jewish Ritual, JPS 2007) 



Guiding Questions

Creating a ritual that works doesn’t mean that the ritual 
has to be long, or include text and music and symbolic 
objects.  Rather, creating effective rituals happens when 
our rituals fit well with their settings and participants, 
often in the simplest way possible.  Draw from your 
own experiences when thinking through rituals for your 
community.  



Guiding Questions

What moment/experience are you marking?

What is the goal?

Who is the ritual focus?

Is this a new, adapted, or traditional ritual?



Guiding Questions

Who are the participants and what are their roles?

What preparation does each participant need to be 
ready for this moment?

What texts are informing or incorporated into your 
ritual?

What are the objects/symbols that are a part of your 
ritual? 



Guiding Questions

What is the role of music (if any)?

What are the actions that make up your ritual? 

How does it begin? 

What is the emotional / spiritual high point? 

How does it end? 



Toolkit in Action: Homework

Evaluate a ritual using the Ritual Toolkit
and Guiding Questions.

What worked? 

What might you change/update?


